
Applied Behavioral Finance Tool

40+ years of wealth research data
Based on the work that fueled The Millionaire Next Door 
and The Millionaire Mind

Based on 100 years of predicting performance
Scientific, prescriptive measures of financial behaviors 
& experiences

First of its kind behavioral science platform
Behavioral-based analytics to enhance client & firm success

Saving, spending,
and investing behaviors

Decision-making
based on trends

Confidence in
financial decisions

Taking responsibility
for financial health

Powerful behavioral finance tool to assess strengths and weaknesses of your clients’ financial behaviors — based 
on 40 years of data behind The Millionaire Next Door

Assess and measure client psychology, attitudes, and behaviors in critical areas called Wealth Factors

Record, track, and analyze this behavioral data at micro level (individual client) and macro level (client population), 
with dashboard views for each

Utilize micro-level data in conjunction with detailed client report-back feature to engage clients in tailored 
coaching efforts directed to specific client deficiency areas

Leverage macro-level population reporting to segment your client base into high, medium, and low potential 
groups across net worth segments

Client-base segmenting can be used for strategic initiatives:  segmented coaching efforts; segment marketing 
and development initiatives, etc.

Science-based coachingReturn on behavioral change Data-driven efficiency$

DataPoints: The science of PredictingWealth™

The value of PredictingWealth™

Behaviors drive client financial success



Applied Behavioral Finance Tool

Engage clients and prospects  through behavioral assessment
and evidence-based advisement.

Advise: Personalize each client relationship based on        
assessed behavioral strenghts and weaknesses.

Segment client base for strategic initiatives. 

Automation Assistance for Your Holistic Practice
Increase your efficiency through automation of behavioral finance assessment and measurement, 
and engage clients and prospects in a manner that they will increasingly expect in the future

Accelerate Client Wealth Building (and Firm Success)
Add value by assisting your clients in modifying behaviors that will accelerate growth of their net 
worth and your firm’s revenues

Differentiate Your Practice in a Crowded Marketplace
Evidence your firm’s distinct value in the financial advisory marketplace through use of 
cutting-edge behavioral finance technology

For more information on using PredictingWealthTM in your practice please visit 
www.datapoints.com or contact our team at info@datapoints.com

Fortify Client Relationships and Actively Engage New Prospects
Strengthen your relationships with clients and actively engage prospects through use of the 
AdvisorFocusTM tool built into PredictingWealthTM: a dashboard that presents data regarding client 
experiences and expectations with financial services and advisors

Change behaviors to build wealth

Predicting Wealth™: Return on Investment


